Despite the importance and wide exploitation of heterosis in commercial crop breeding, 25 the molecular mechanisms behind this phenomenon are not well understood.
Introduction 57
Heterosis describes an F1 hybrid phenotype that is superior compared to the phenotype of 58 its parent varieties. The phenomenon has been exploited extensively in agricultural breeding 59 for decades and has improved crop performance tremendously [1, 2] . Despite its commercial 60 impact, knowledge of the molecular basis underlying heterosis remains incomplete. Most 61 studies mainly focused on finding genetic explanations, resulting in the classical dominance 62 [1, 3, 4] and overdominance [4, 5] models describing heterosis. In line with genetic 63 explanations it has been observed that interspecies hybrids often show a higher degree of 64 heterosis than intraspecies hybrids, indicating that genetic distance correlates with the 139 the epiHybrids were in the direction of the phenotypic means of the epiRIL parent rather 
145
We observed cases of HPH for LA, HT and MSB, and cases of LPH for FT and MSB.
146
HPH for LA occurred in epiHybrids 232H, 195H and 193H (3/19 epiHybrids) . Those epiHybrids 147 significantly exceeded their best parent (Col--wt) by 17%, 18% and 15%, respectively (Fig  1h, 148 S19 Table) . Interestingly, although growth rate (GR) is developmentally related to LA, hybrid 149 effects in GR were only moderately, albeit positively, correlated with LA (rho = 0.57, P = 150 0.02), which implies that LA heterosis is determined by other traits besides GR.
7
For HT we detected five cases of significant HPH with up to 6% increases in HT ( Fig   152   1i , S14 Table) . One may expect LA HPH to strongly correlate with HT HPH, as the rosette is 153 providing nutrients for the developing shoot [25] . However, HPH for both LA and HT occurred 154 only in one epiHybrid (193H; Fig 1g) .
155
For MSB, we detected one case of HPH (64H; Fig 1g and S2 Fig) .
156
Besides positive heterosis, our phenotypic screen revealed strong negative heterotic 157 effects for FT (earlier flowering) and MSB (less main stem branching). Significant LPH 158 occurred in the epiHybrids 232H, 208H and 344H (FT) and 438H (MSB) (Fig 1j, S2 Fig, S15 and 159 S17 Tables). In the most prominent case for FT (232H), FT was about 10% earlier than that of 160 the earliest flowering parent. 208H and 244H flowered 3% and 4% earlier than their lowest 161 parent (epiRIL 208 and epiRIL 344), respectively. 438H showed 14% less MSB than the lowest 
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The reproducibility of our findings was tested by performing replicate experiments, 164 using seeds from newly performed crosses and the same climate controlled growth chamber 165 as before. We focused on epiHybrids that exhibited relatively strong positive or negative 166 heterotic phenotypes in the initial screen (193H, 150H, 232H; Fig  1g) , and measured LA, FT 167 and HT. We found that the direction of the heterotic effects in LA, FT and HT was 168 reproducible in all cases tested (Fig  2a  and  b) . Importantly, the LA and HT HPH observed for 169 193H, and the strong FT LPH for 232H were perfectly reproducible, while LA HPH observed 170 for 232H became positive MPH (Fig 2a) . Taken together, these results show that the Table) . EpiHybrids epi--heterozygous (MU) at these loci showed significant negative 194 MPH compared to their epi--homozygous (MM) counterparts (Fig 3c) . While not significant at 195 the genome--wide scale (Fig 3b) , the same two QTLs had substantial suggestive effects on LA 196 heterosis in the opposite direction than FT (Fig 3b and c) , indicating that both QTLs act 197 pleiotropically.
198
We also detected a single QTL locus on chr 4 (LOD=3.33, 56.00 cM) that contributes 199 to the between--cross variation in MPH for HT (Fig 3b, S21 Table) . In this case, MU epiHybrids 200 showed significant positive MPH compared to MM epiHybrids (Fig  3c) . Interestingly, the HT 201 QTL overlaps with a previously identified QTL epi for root length in the epiRILs [21] . The same 202 9 study identified QTLs epi associated with FT [21] that we did not detect here (Fig 3b) , implying 203 that different regions may play a role in FT trait variation than in FT heterosis.
204

Heterotic phenotypes are associated with DMRs in the parental genomes 205
The detection of heterosis QTLs for FT, LA and HT provided a rationale to search for causal 206 variants in the QTL confidence intervals. TE--associated structural variants (TEASVs) are 207 known to occur at low frequency in a ddm1--2--derived DNA hypomethylated background 208 [17, 21, 27, 28] , hence we re--analyzed whole--genome sequencing data from the epiRIL 209 parents [21] for TEASVs but did not detect any that could account for the QTL effects, Table) include for example RPL5A, which was shown to affect development 216 through regulating auxin and influencing leaf shape and patterning [29, 30] , and AT3G26480, 217 a protein that shows partial homology to GTS1, which has been implemented in biomass 218 accumulation [31] . Another potentially interesting candidate is Chup1, which is crucial for 219 chloroplast movement in leaves in response to light [32] . These candidate genes provide 220 excellent targets for follow--up studies.
222
Conclusions 223
In a recently published study, heterosis for rosette area was reported in an epigenetic F1 224 hybrid generated by crossing a met1--derived epiRIL with Col--wt [33] . DNA--225 METHYLTRANSFERASE1 (MET1) is involved in maintenance of DNA methylation at cytosines 226 in CG sequence context and a mutation in this gene causes a severe loss of DNA methylation 227 in the CG and CHH context [34] . Heterosis was observed in a parent--of origin manner; the 10 reciprocal cross did not result in heterosis [33] . This suggests that the heterosis detected 229 may be due to an effect of the maternal cytoplasm rather than differences in epigenetic 230 marks in the parental genomes. Here, we used Col--wt as maternal parent in all crosses to 231 specifically monitor phenotypic effects associated with the epiRIL methylomes. We observed 232 a wide range of heterotic effects, and our proof--of--principle QTL mapping approach 233 indicated that these phenotypic effects are very likely attributable to methylation 234 differences between Col--wt and the epiRILs. Moreover, our results, together with those of 235 Dapp et al. [9] , indicate that heterosis in F1 hybrids generated from epigenetically divergent 236 lines may be a more general phenomenon. A more recent study described widespread DNA 
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Subsequently about 500 progeny plants with a wildtype DDM1 allele were selected and 253 propagated through six more rounds of selfing, generating a population of 500 different 254 11 epiRILs. We selected 19 different epiRILs as paternal plants for generating epiHybrids (Line 255 IDs: 14, 232, 92, 208, 438, 195, 350, 500, 150, 118, 432, 202, 344, 64, 193, 508, 260, 579,  256 371). Our selection criteria were as follows: 1) Wide range of DNA methylation divergence 257 from Col--wt and among the selected lines; 2) Wildtype DNA methylation state at the FWA 258 locus in order to avoid that differences in DNA methylation at this locus give rise to 
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In parallel, all parental lines, Col--wt and epiRILS, were propagated by manual selfing. This to 273 1) ensure that parental and F1 hybrid seeds were generated under the same growing 274 conditions and 2) exclude potential phenotypic effects derived from hand pollination [35] .
276
Phenotypic Screen 277
The seeds were stratified at 4°C for 3 days on petri--dishes containing filter paper and water 278 before transferring them onto Rockwool/Grodan blocks (soaked in Hyponex NPK: 6.5 - 6.19 For the data analysis see the Supplementary Information.
308
Replication experiment with selected hybrids 309
Freshly ordered seeds of epiRILs (Line IDs: 92, 150, 193, 232) from the Arabidopsis Stock 310 center Versailles were used for the replication experiment with the hybrids selected. The 311 crosses with the epiRILS and the phenotypic screen were performed as described above with 312 the exception that more replicates were monitored for each parental and hybrid line: 60 313 replicates for LA and 30 replicates for the traits FT and HT. Furthermore, branching was not 314 examined in the replication experiment. 
